
 

  



Overview 
This is just the revision of a document meant to clarify the level design needs to improve the encounters 

in Darkspore by giving the AI director program more information to make informed choices about how 

to send attacks at the player.  While largely NOT the way Darkspore currently works the actual memo 

was used to revise how the AI Director did spawning even though most of this capability did not fit the 

budget.  It was originally written as a modification of existing tech and is not mean to cover the subject 

exhaustively.  I do hope it may help anyone considering how to build an AI director into their game. 

For this technique our spawners would have customized options and then be set in different 

arrangements for each type of area.  We can then save these set-ups as templates called “spikes”, place 

a few different ones on each battlefield and have them load randomly on different layers so that 

encounters on each replay will always be slightly different from the last.  AI director will use a 3 tiered 

parabolic climb to modulate the difficulty of the spawners as the player progresses through the level.  

Beyond that statement I will try to resist jargon and explain this as clearly as possible.  For the purposes 

of this paper you should be aware that our “minions” were basic cannon fodder that usually had one 

trick up its sleeve where lieutenants usually had a couple complimentary abilities that could change the 

way you would treat the minions. 

Spawner Options: 
 # of Waves – How many times the spawner reactivates. 

 Elite / Normal – Defensive capability of the enemies that may be released 

 Lt. / Minion – Attack diversity of the enemies that may be released 

 Location Type – Spawners have small AOE that recommends small behavioral changes in combat 

 Melee / Ranged  - Controls the enemy type and preferred behavior of those with choice 

 Aggressive / Passive  - Spawn seeking the player or interacting with each other 

 Stream / Group  - Send enemies in single file or formations 

 Entry Animation Type –Tells the enemies how to enter level if they are visible when triggered 

AI Director Difficulty 

Modulation: 

In regards to difficulty it is the AI Director’s job 

to ramp up and down to compliment the 

needs of the players’ and the amount of 

progress that has been made through the 

level.  To do this many things like player 

health/energy and number of activated spikes 

are considered but I am recommending 

“location” as another variable.  



Map Locations Classified as One of 7 types: 

Thin Bridge 
 Thin area connecting arenas that is just wide enough for a player 

 these choke points will be backtracked to when combat becomes overwhelming  

 Forces enemies into narrow streams that are easier to eliminate  

Potential Encounters 

1. Large numbers of minion enemies spawn in from alternating sides. 

2. Overwhelming numbers of minion enemies stream in from one direction. 

3. A group of minion enemies and a Lieutenant appear and wait at each end of the bridge.  When 

you attack one group the other rushes in. 

4. Lieutenant spawns at the end of your bridge and minion enemies spawn to prevent you from 

reaching them. 

Wide Bridge 
 Thin area connects arenas but is plenty wide enough for players to pass each other 

 Players may retreat to these areas to escape an overwhelm scenario but may still become crowded 

without teamwork 

Potential Encounters 

1. Large numbers of minion enemies alternating stream spawn in from sides. 

2. Overwhelming numbers of minion’s stream in from one direction. 

3. A group of minion enemies and a Lieutenant appear and wait at each end of the bridge.  When 

you attack one group the other rushes in. 

4. Lieutenant spawns at the end of your bridge and groups of minion enemies spawn to prevent 

you from reaching him. 

5. Medium group of minion enemies spawn in on top of you. 

Small Arena 
 These areas are usually slightly larger than the screen and may have obstacles to break up their 

complete openness and corral AI movement.  

 Arenas produce the best heavy combat experiences. 

Potential Encounters 

1. 3 Medium groups spawn around you at points of a triangle at the edges of the screen. 

2. Very diversified large group spawns on top of you. 

3. Medium group of minion spawns in front of you, 3 Lieutenants behind you. 

4. 5 small groups spawn at the edges of the arena on your left, right and above 

5. 7 stream spawns from the edges of the arena 



Large Arena 
 These areas are many times the size of the screen and usually have obstacles to break up their 

complete openness.   

 Arenas produce the best heavy combat experiences. 

Potential Encounters 

1. 3 Large groups spawn around you at points of a triangle at the edges of the screen. 

2. 2 diversified, large groups spawn on screen to your right and left. 

3. Large group of minion spawns in front of you, 3 Lieutenants behind you. 

4. 5 medium groups spawn at the edges of the arena on your left, right and above 

5. 9 stream spawns from the edges of the arena 

Ramp 
 This is an area where the player rises or lowers depth within the level. 

 Bad for combat and usually creates awkward scenarios. 

Potential Encounters 

Recommend we avoid spikes here. 

Overhang 
 These are overlaps of very close but unconnected arenas where the player can stand in one arena 

and strike wanderer enemies in another arena. 

Potential Encounters 

1. Small groups of ranged enemies spawn in to aid the wanderers being attacked. 

2. 2 medium groups spawn in your arena to either side of you with a Lieutenant to aid the 

wanderers 

3. 3 stream spawners feed enemies at your sides and back once you begin attacking from the 

overhang 

Nook 
 This is a branch off the main path that terminates in a dead end. 

 Good for hidden obelisks or hoards 

Potential Encounters 

1. 2 stream spawners off-screen feed enemies in to the player 

2. Medium diversified group spawns on top of the player 

3. Large group spawns at the edge of the screen blocking the player in 


